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Letter to the Editor

In a Nutshell
Vaughn Balding*
ABSTRACT
It is my assertion that when we are accessing the past, when we remember an event from the past, our
brain uses the quantum field to visit the actual event and likewise when we experience thoughts and
ideas, conscience and inspiration, intuition and synchronicity, we are accessing actual events in our
pasts and futures. Our brain is a wonderful transmitter and receiver of information, an interface with
the quantum field. It is not a closed repository of stored information.
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1. The Quantum Field
13.7 billion year ago all the matter in the universe, all the things, the mountains, moons and mongooses,
(and the spaces between them,) had gravitated to one point, smaller than an apple.
This is a unity that can’t be reduced down further. Within this place there is no time and no space, both
require two points of reference, in that place there is only one.
BANG! In fact The Big Bang. (Prespacetime) became the quantum field and expanded across the
universe and within it formed the matter we know as the mountains, moons and mongooses, and of
course, time and space. But here’s the thing, flowing through and all around the mountains, moons and
mongooses, is the quantum field, and for this particle, this quantum, nothing has changed, even though
it fills the universe of today in the same instant it is the quantum heaven of the (prespacetime) moment
before the big bang. Within it there is still no time or space, even though it connects all the matter, the
mountains, moons and mongooses that have ever and will ever exist in the three dimensions we
perceive as being governed by time and space, the quantum field remains 4th dimensional, beyond time
and space.

2. The Quantum Brain
Through the quantum field we’re connected to our past and future self like frames on a movie picture
reel. Each frame is connected to the previous, slices of time, which can be accessed though the quantum
field and played over and over again.
We pick up on these past and future versions of our self through a particle which acts as a common
denominator between all things; perhaps the very particle being searched for by Messrs Brian Cox and
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the other particle physicists at CERN in their experiments in the large Hadron Collider, perhaps the Higgs
Boson.
The methods we use to access these other-dimensional versions of our self are many, meditation being
the most obvious, but the most effective communion always takes place when ones ego has been
subdued. The setting aside of ones weaknesses, jealousy, greed and hatred and all the other
distractions associated with the material world – clearing ones mind of stress, finding stillness, that’s
what opens up the channels.
This road of self knowledge brings instant benefits, the more one opens oneself to the unity the more
the unity floods in. (Some folk might substitute the word unity for God, that’s fine with me.)
It suddenly occurred to me that we all access these other dimensions, where past and future versions of
our self exist, every moment of every day.
It is my assertion that when we are accessing the past, when we remember an event from the past, our
brain uses the quantum field to visit the actual event and likewise when we experience thoughts and
ideas, conscience and inspiration, intuition and synchronicity, we are accessing actual events in our
pasts and futures, (we have many futures, our movie can change direction at any point.)
This thought led to the staggering realization that memory isn’t stored in our brains. After all, what
would be the point?
Our current three dimensional perspective tricks us into believing that as our movie is viewed in our
brain then that’s where the memory is stored, but if we’re connected to the actual event then what
would be the point of storing all that information in our brain?
Our brain is a wonderful transmitter and receiver of information, an interface with the quantum field. It
is not a closed repository of stored information.
Now, the knee-jerk reaction to this statement is disbelief, but just indulge me a little further. Try to find
a physicist, scientist or neurosurgeon who will tell you where or how memory is stored in the brain?
Yes, they’ll have theories, and you’ll find reams of scientific text accumulated from years and years of
research all done by fine fellows with great streams of letters following their names - but not one of
them will be able to tell you, categorically, how or where memory is stored in your brain, because no
one knows. Please Google it and see.
Now, consider the implications of accepting such a theory. That memory isn’t stored in ones brain?
Initially it’s quite scary because at once you are connected to everything you see around you. In a flash
you are one with it all. What you see around you is you, an extension of you. At least that’s the logical
first thought, it’s only natural to consider what you see around you is an extension of your brain because
the human ego dictates the perspective – but as we focus on the obvious we come to see our self from
the only other perspective, that we are God inhabiting this human creature whose sole purpose is to
understand and explain who and what it really is.
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Instantly there is an explanation to every puzzle and conundrum which man confounds himself with by
insisting he is a closed system separate from the unity, or the quantum field or God, or whatever you
care to call it. The Holy Trinity, prayer, meditation, memory, intuition, thought, conscience, visions,
miracles, premonition, synchronicity, déjà vu the list goes on and on encompassing everything, literally
everything.
It also accounts for abnormalities in the brain, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia, any trauma or illness
anything which interrupts the brains ability to function as a receiver/transmitter.
Once focused this theory would unite the people of this planet. It would confine religious bickering to
antiquity, where it belongs. It offers an opportunity, through understanding, for forgiveness, an
opportunity for people to love themselves, to love one another and to love their planet.
If adopted, within a generation it could draw us back from the cataclysmic scenario I believe otherwise
awaits us.
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